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BAB I 

Introduction 

 

A.    Background 

This activity is so that students not only get from campus but also need to know the 

global world they will travel and need to get off-campus experience for improvement. The 

implementation of education in campus is focused on developing creativity, providing basic 

skills and developing academic scientific insights. In addition to learning at the campus, we 

can also study in the field, with activities such as this, students, learning about economic 

development, and studying modern developments today. 

Students in general before doing the practice must be based on the course theory 

given by each lecturer. Not only smart, but students must also be able to propose theories that 

have been given through practice that can be done by students to study, In addition to getting 

theory in class from lecturers, books, etc., students are honed to be able to practice each 

theory some courses that students take through assignments. 

Field Lecture is one of the compulsory courses that must be taken by economics 

students. This course is a lecture activity outside the Faculty of Economics and Business 

campus which is held in places determined by students in accordance with the specialization 

program that discusses abroad with 3 countries, including Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. 

 

B.     Aims 

The objectives of the Student Mobility Program to be achieved from the 

implementation of Field Lectures to the three Southeast Asian countries are as follows: 

1. Providing knowledge about the economic development of other countries 

2. Showing students about the culture of other countries 

3. As a quality comparative study between universities 

4. Describe global experience 

C.     Program Activity 

Lecture Activities Field visits were held on April 2 to 8 2019. Visits were made to three 

countries, namely Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. In these three countries visited various 

kinds of institutions, organizations and tourist destinations. 

 



BAB II DESCRIPTIOAN ACTIVITY 

Schedule of Activities 

   

Date Activities Note 

2 Apr 19 Departure to Bangkok Jogja - Bangkok flights use Air Asia flights 

  Overnight at the Hotel Transit overnight in Bangkok 
3 Apr 19 Trip to Bangkok day 2 Hotel day 2 

  PERMITHA Visit to PERMITHA in Thailand 

  
Bangkok Window Shopping and 
Free Trip 

Platinum and Pratunam 

    Dinner All team and Mam Di 

    Back to Hotel 

4 Apr 19 Departure to Khon Kaen University Flight Bangkok - Khonkaen  

    
Transit in Dormitory Hotel Khonkaen 
University 

  Visit to Khon Kaen University Visit to Faculty of Economy 

    Visit to IRD KKU 

    Visit to KKU International College 

    Trip All Khon Kaen 

  
Khonkaen Window shopping and 
Free trip 

FREE ARROUND KHON KAEN 

    Back to Dorm 

5 Apr 19 Departure to Bangkok 
Early morning using a bus to Bangkok for 
Flights to Malaysia with Air Asia 

  Departure to Malaysia Flight Bangkok - Johor Bahru 

  Arrived in Malaysia Travel day 1  

    Overnight in Johor Bahru 

6 Apr 19 Trip to Malaysia - Singapore Travel day 2 

    Visit to Singapore 

    Free Window Shopping and Play in Spore 

  Departure to Kuala Lumpur Overnight in Kuala Lumpur 

7 Apr 19 Trip to Kuala Lumpur Travel day 3 

  Visit to PCIM and PCIA Formal visit 



  
  Free Trip and Play in KL 

8 Apr 19 Trip to Kuala Lumpur Travel day 4 

    
FREE PLAY AND SHOPPING 

  
Departure to Yogyakarta Flight to Yogyakarta by Air Asia 

 

Activities in Thailand  

The travel activity mobility program starts from the airport of Adi Sutjipto 

International Airport on Tuesday 2 April 2019. Before heading to Thailand, first the transit at 

Soekarno Hatta Airport Tanggerang. Departure from Soekarno Hatta Airport in the afternoon 

and arrive in Thailand at night. At night and the second day while in Bangkok the activities 

carried out are enjoying the city of Bangkok and visiting various tourist destinations in 

Bangkok city such as Wat Arun. 

The third day continued the visit of the city of Khon Kaen to visit KKUIC. In the 

beginning of our trip at KKU, we were warmly welcomed by the opening ceremony of the 

KKU leadership. Not only welcoming, KKU offered an offer and was open to student 

exchange cooperation. While in KKU, we searched educational facilities in the KKU, as a 

comparison study. one of them is the kku central library. The library is equipped with 

technology and all forms of IT-based facilities. From access entry, membership cards, 

collection searches, loans, those using electronic cards and self-service. Even they have a 

smart robot that can answer all questions. The collection of books available is not only local 

Thai books but there are various languages. Next we visited classrooms and participated in 

teaching and learning activities there. The teaching system is also modern. And lastly we 

visited KKU IC (Khonkhen University International College) to attend the core event. In 

KKU IC we show each other dance and cultural songs of each country. The UMY 



representative presented the Asean Games main song, while the representative of Kku 

performed a Thai dance. In addition, there was also a debate between UMY and KKU on the 

topic of tourism economy. And other entertainment programs. 

So as long as it's in my room, we arrive at 7 in the morning. Then breakfast. 8 o'clock along 

the library At 10 o'clock the reception event, mou cooperation etc. Around the class Follow 

the class 12 hours around the campus using the bus at 1 lunch The 2 o'clock event at the 

ICjam KKU 5 goes to Bangkok to continue the trip to Malaysia. 
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ACTIVITIES IN MALAYSIA  

It arrived at a new courtroom at 4 pm, then ate and rested. The next day we go to 

Legoland, Serene Hill Palace, around the New Johor City. Go to Singapore, visit the historic 

mosque in Singapore, then go to Merlion to eat murtabak spore, shop at Orchad Bugis Street, 

to Sentosa Island visit Universal Studio 

At 5 o'clock back to Malaysia and rest. 6 - 12 a night travel to grades then take a 

break at the hotel. The next morning to go to the mud valley and visit the leader of the 

Muhammadiyah Special Branch. During our visit we took part and saw the activities of the 

mothers directly Aisyiyah, met with friends of IMM Malaysia. Then to the factory as well as 

the chocolate shop, see firsthand the production of premium chocolate and tasting. Visiting 

Batu Caves, a tourist attraction in India. Visiting the old city in Kuala Lumpur. Then buy by2 

again and return to the hotel. 
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ACTIVITIES IN SINGAPORE  

Activities carried out in Singapore are non-formal activities, where we only shop and 

visit tourist sites. The shopping places visited are the Bugis Market and the Chocolate House. 

Places to visit are the Sultan's Mosque, Marina Bay Sands, Universal Studio and the Old 

City. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Student Mobility Program (KKL) scheduled by the university aims to provide 

experience, knowledge and culture in the countries visited, add new friends and establish 

friendships with institutions that have worked together before. Implementation of the Student 

Mobility Program which was attended by KKL participants in Thailand is very helpful if 

there are students who want to take part in student exchanges or continue their studies to 

Thailand. In addition, KKL participants also get new friends and can share tourism, culture, 

language and taste of food from Thailand. 

The implementation of MPAs in Malaysia helped strengthen brotherhood with 

Muhammadiyah institutions in Malaysia and knew how far and active the development of the 

Muhammadiyah movement outside Indonesia, especially in Malaysia. In Malaysia also KKL 

participants know the history and culture of Malaysia, tourism in Malaysia, and also taste 

food from Malaysia which is not much different from Indonesia. 

The implementation of the MPA in Singapore entertains participants with the 

atmosphere, Singapore activities, and tourism in Singapore. In Singapore also KKL 

participants were notified in detail but briefly about the history of Singapore. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


